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The Prophet & The Wanderer

Khalil Gibran (1883-1931) was Lebanese by birth but spent a major part of his life in America in the
early part of the 20th century. He wrote many collections of stories with a wise or whimsical tone,
but none more popular than The Prophet, his first collection, or The Wanderer, his final anthology.
Audiobooks are an ideal medium for these two classic works read here with great sympathy and
understanding by Robert Glenister. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.
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Kahlil Gibran is a crafter of art with words. I take this book everywhere with me (using Kindle on my
phone) and read it in waiting rooms and such. I can't say I've read the entire thing cover to cover,
but I do skim trhough and find things that interest me at the time. Each day brings a new insight.
Kahlil Gibran doesn't write limericks, though. If that's what you're looking for, you need to look
elsewhere. He takes life and uses words to reflect the true essence of what we feel, perhaps even
what we are. I don't know. Sometimes I have to think about it quite a lot. Sometimes it is like
opening my eyes in a dark room and seeing a shining light in the distance.

Have read The Prophet over 20 times and it still remains fresh. Even if you can't agree with
everything written it is still one of the better reads of today.

There is simply nothing negative to comment on this book or its author. He was a philosopher poet
every word written has meaning that can be meditated on for years. The first time I read the book I

was 14, I have reread this book so many times since then and it never loses its wisdom or depth. I
even named one of my sons Khalil... This is my favorite read.

I loaded this book on my kindle and keep it there as a reference to life. THe price was right too.
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